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Editor’s bit...
Welcome to the spring edition of the OCC newsletter. After a fairly dry and mild winter, we’ve been
enjoying a generally warm and very pleasant spring; Easter was particularly glorious up in the Yorkshire
Dales with surprisingly low water levels.
Cavers are now fully out of hibernation and OCC members have been actively caving, sometimes in quite
large numbers, which is great to see after a very quiet 2018. I know I’m glad to be back
underground again.
Looking forward, plans are being made for a potential trip to Romania later in the year and the June
barbecue is intended as a celebration of the 70th anniversary of the club.

A QUARRY (AND CAVE) TO CALL MY OWN
Since I started caving in 1970, with one of the first caves I
visited being Reads Cavern in Higher Kiln Quarry,
Buckfastleigh, Devon, then as now, under the custodianship of
the William Pengelly Cave Studies Trust, I have a had a fancy
to have my own Quarry and Cave. In January of this year this
'fancy' became a reality when I finally completed and secured
the purchase of a small quarry known as 'The Parish Quarry in
Bradwell Dale' complete with its own little cave 'Bradwell
Parish Cave'.
The Quarry which lies just outside of the village of Bradwell
in the Peak District, on the right as you head up Bradwell Dale
itself, is of about 3 acres+ in size and is adjacent to another
Quarry known as Mortons Quarry which contains a mine/cave
known as Berton Pingles Pipe. The Parish Quarry in Bradwell
was, under the Hope and Bradwell Enclosures Award of 1819,
awarded by the Enclosures Commissioners to Bradwell Vestry
(which preceded Bradwell Parish Council). The purpose of
the Quarry being to provide a supply of stone, to repair and
construct new roads, within the Parish and over the last 93
years Bradwell Parish Council have exercised control over the
Quarry. In more recent years the Quarry was seen as
something of a liability to the Parish Council, incurring costs
yet providing little benefit and in September 2015 a notice
appeared in the Parish Council Newsletter (and on UK
Caving) that the Council was going to offer it up for sale for a
guide price of £5,000. Shortly after this I made arrangements

to view the quarry and on a bright autumn morning with the
sun shining and the Jackdaws squawking in the trees and on
the quarry face I was reminded of Higher Kiln Quarry and in
January 2017 I sent a seal bid into the Parish Council. My
offer was accepted and over the next 20 months negotiations
with solicitors, neighbours, the Parish Council and the Land
Registry finally secured the quarry and cave as my own.
The quarry lies within the Bradwell Dale SSSI and contains:
the remains of an old building, presumably an old bang or tool
store, the old Bradwell Village Tip last used in 1950s and
occasionally dug by persons unknown for old bottles and jars,
some bolted climbing routes on one of the faces, Bradwell
Parish Cave and a few other minor holes and a spring.
Bradwell Parish Cave is some 40m in length having been dug
a little by the TSG in the 1970s and by the late Anthony
Revell for a short period in the 1980s. It ends in a calcite
choke and could be dug further.
Over the next year I plan to thin out the small trees and ground
vegetation (weeds) and remove some of the non-native larger
trees to let a bit more light in, as well as fence the boundary
and repair the old building/store. And you never know I might
even tempt some OCC members to re-start digging in
Bradwell Parish Cave providing they don’t upset the
landowner or make a mess!!
Simon Brooks

TRIP REPORTS
Sunday, 24 February - Lathkill Head Cave
We arrived at the layby at around 10:30 and kitted up in the
strangest weather for February we’ve even witnessed, it was
like a spring day, the sun was shining, there was a light breeze
down the valley, and we headed off. Unfortunately we
followed Pete who apparently knew a shortcut, after scaling a
number of gates, walls and fences and getting our oversuits
snagged on the barbed wire we arrived at the entrance thinking
how much easier it would have been just to walk over the
fields and a higher level and drop down.
I was rigging so climbed down the entrance to the squeeze to
find a number of large spiders (not a place for the
arachnophobic) through the squeeze one was right in front of
my light, the shadow it cast was like something out of a horror
film! After the squeeze the pitch was rigged off the natural
thread and the metal spike and I dropped down to the head of
the next pitch; an easy Y hang off two P hangers and a
deviation gave a good hang into the Waiting Room, dropping
me down onto a very loose slope. Looking up and around it
was a lot more decorated than I remember, similar to the
chamber in Garden Path.
Simon was down next followed by Pete, we dropped our SRT
kit off and headed down through the boulder choke to the
‘hall’. Pete dropped down further to find running water but it
was too restrictive to continue. Back up to the ‘hall’ we
headed on towards the Emporium and spent quite a while
trying to decide if the distant rhythmic noises we could hear

were people dragging themselves along the gravelly floor or it
was water pulsing, possibly from Gloop Passage. After a
while the consensus was that it was water as the noises never
stopped for a rest.
After a few more photo opportunities we headed back up, I
was first up the rope followed by Simon, then Pete, the
weather was still glorious; we packed the rope away neatly
and headed over to Raven Mine for today’s second trip.
TUG: 2 hours - Andy Cavill, Pete Wagstaff and Simon Wynne
Andy Cavill

Sunday, 24 February - Raven Mine
We headed back up the Valley from the Lathkill Head cave
entrance. Pete said he knew a shortcut! We were wary after
our last experience but it turned out to be OK. The Raven
Mine entrance was within a broken down dry stone wall area
but the land owner had put a new fence round it including an
access gate for cavers which we thought was good of them.
The grate was removed, Pete tied on to the I beam spanning
across the top of the shaft, I was already kitted up so took the
rope bag and headed down the rope, saving the ladder for on
the way back up, also looking for a bat which Pete thought he
saw; I couldn’t find a bat but did find a very healthy looking
frog!
At the bottom of the first shaft, a short crawl took me to the
head of the next pitch with a scaffold pole across the shaft.
There was some rope left from the first pitch so I rigged it to

the pole for some protection for descending the ladders. I
continued down the rope to the end and then down two short
ladders. I looked down the next drop which had a hand winch
at the top and a conveyer belt down its side. I could also see
that the ladders ran out before the bottom of the pitch. I
shouted up to Pete to ask if we were meant to use the in-situ
rope to abseil down this section. Pete said it would be fine as
it had been put in only 3 years ago (turned out to be 5 years
during a later conversation). The rope was very brown and
very gritty, I descended slowly inspecting the rope as I went,
the grittiness took about 10 trips of wear off my rack, and I
landed at the bottom; another short climb down and I was next
to a squeeze through to the top of the last pitch.
Just a point to make on the ladders, they were various sizes
lashed together with ropes, some metal, some wooden, some
with rungs, some with rungs missing, and some with no rungs
at all!
Pete passed me the rope; I tied on to a nearby plate hanger and
attached a few rack bars knowing that my feet would come out
over the top of the shaft after the squeeze. I was half way
through and Pete mentioned ‘the plank’. I was pretty sure I
had a foot either side of the plank and slithered backward
along it above the shaft to find that there was a place I could
stand to do the rigging.
Pete asked if I could see water, the shaft was dog-legged to the
left so I couldn’t see any from there. I dropped a stone down
to hear a splash so there was some but it had to be worth a
look.
The available belay points weren’t ideal so I rigged a Y-hang
off two wobbly plate hangers backed up tightly to the rope
through the squeeze and then rigged off the plank with a sling
making sure that if it did come loose it would dangle rather
than drop!
I made my way on to the rope beneath the plank. Pete
suggested that I should be ready to come back up if I couldn’t
get off above the water, I suggested that I was always ready to
come back up should such a situation arise! As I abseiled
down to the dogleg I could see the water level which had a
stemple spanning it just under the water, I landed on the
stemple and sidestepped off to the right towards a natural
resurgent sump, called rope free and got out of the way due to
falling rocks being pushed out from the squeeze. Pete and
Simon followed down the large calcited shaft, a really nice
large shaft, which doesn’t look like it belongs there due to its
size and accessibility.
Pete had a look down a mined level as I headed back up
followed by Simon and then Pete to de-rig. I had a look down
a few levels off on the way back up and back out into the
sunshine.
TUG: 2 hours - Andy Cavill, Pete Wagstaff and Simon Wynne
Andy Cavill

short climb that I knew was going to cause me (and probably
Paul) a problem on the way out and so to Dome pitch.
Rather than swinging across to the hole and on via Dome
Junction to Battleaxe, we dropped to the bottom, followed
more passage and then dropped into Shale Cavern and down to
Sink Chamber.
We then began the slower process of ascending. I went up
first and rattled up the first pitch, and the second, slowed down
somewhat on the third, struggled off the top, grovelled along
one section of passage that’s tight, so I did it on the floor, and
came to the bottom of the awkward climb.
I had a couple of half-hearted attempts at it, knowing that it
wasn’t really going to happen and gave up. Paul was
struggling with his bag, so I ended up going back along the
grovelly bit to help him. He’d clipped it onto the traverse line,
but then couldn’t past the darn thing. Back at the bottom of
the awkward climb, more half-hearted attempts ensued. Then
Em caught us up and showed us how to do it, climbing inside
the narrow rift. If it was in Derbyshire, someone would have
rammed a couple of random bits of wood - table/chair legs and
the like - into the rift like mine stemples, and it would be easy.
In the end, with encouragement from Em above, Paul had
another go and after a bit of flailing slipped back down again,
so I bent over and he stood on my back and once he had his
hip up on the protrusion on the left, he was up. Keith now
joined us and he had to do the same for me, as I stood on his
back and made a couple of pathetic attempts to get up, which
eventually paid off. Success!
Paul now led off up Cathedral pitch and I followed, rapidly
running out of steam. Arriving at the top and hauling myself
off the pitch and along the short traverse line, I then continued
while Paul waited for a tackle bag.
I hadn’t gone very far when I came to another stupid four foot
drop with no good footholds and no handholds, where I simply
failed. It’s hard work this caving lark. Having stood and
stared at the thing for several minutes, I heard Paul
approaching. One leg up later, I was up and watching Paul
making a meal of it.
We cleared the last two short pitches and with Em and Keith
catching us up and started along the passage heading for
surface. The last climb up over the chocked boulder is
straightforward, whether you climb up around the corner
(where it’s easy) and traverse around the corner as I did, or
just grab over the chocked boulder and wiggle up over it as
Paul did. From there it wasn’t far to surface and once the
other two joined us we headed for the cars.
It was still dry, which was excellent and we then headed for
Inglesport’s cafe.
TUG: 3 hours - Keith Slatcher, Emerald Thomas, Paul Lydon
& Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 2 March - Lost Johns’

Sunday, 3 March - Committee Pot / Notts 2

My second SRT trip since my operation in November. We
walked the short distance down the road and dropped into the
entrance. Water levels were really low, but might be higher
by the time we exited, depending on how much rain we’d had
overnight and later on.
We crossed the Monastery route and continued to Cathedral,
dropping the first two short pitches before the top of Cathedral
pitch itself. Re-grouping at the bottom, we dropped down the

After not long joining OCC, there was a perfect opportunity to
join a weekend trip in Yorkshire to practice some SRT skills.
It was an early start for myself driving up from Stoke and an
even earlier one for Keith I believe. The first day we headed
to Lost Johns’ down Cathedral and then into the bottom of
Sink Chamber. The Sunday however, was the day I was most
excited for as Karen said how beautiful the formations were.
She wasn’t wrong either. We opened the lid and headed down
5

the scaffolding stepping on dodgy ladders that wobbled and
past the very interesting brick wall that was perfect for foot
holds.
At the bottom of the scaffolding I decided to do the ‘let’s see
how long I can keep my feet dry challenge ‘. Keith told me
I’d never do it and that I would definitely get wet feet. I
refused to believe him and made it all the way to the sump and
back, very proud of myself. Although when going up steam, it
was definitely a different story. We were waist deep in water
and my feet were 100% not dry. However, the scallop
passages were very cool and the amount of straws and
helictites that were hanging from the ceiling was awesome.
We had this beautiful place to ourselves which meant we
could have a proper look at everything and take some decent
photos without other people in our shots. After admiring the
amazing, what I called, ‘teeth’ flowstone we took a slow stroll
past many other great columns, stalagmites and stalactites
before ending up at a muddy tapped off area.
After having to crouch for a short way, we came across a
massive column, which was brilliant to look at due to the
amount of years that it must have taken for it to form. It was
pure white in colour with other stalactites and curtains
growing around it. From here we carried on to the connection
to Notts Pot where Keith explained the history of how they
found Notts 2 and how they knew where to start digging to get
into this beautiful cave system. After 11 years of them
digging, it was definitely worth their hard work and expertise
to allow other cavers to explore and enjoy this wonderful
system like I did.
TUG: 2½ hours - Keith Slatcher & Emerald Thomas.
Emerald Thomas

Sunday, 17 March - Pwll Dfyn
After the horrendously wet and windy Saturday, Sunday
dawned cold and crisp with barely a breeze, ideal for getting
changed in Dan yr Ogof’s carpark.
The walk back from the cave is really obvious with a fairly
well defined small path, getting there is not so much however!
The best way is once at the top of the main climb, walk
directly to the nearest edge of the obvious straight rock
outcrop/edge then hang a left. At this point the path will be
visible heading down to the top of a small valley/gully, and it
is here you will see a wire grill over the top of the hole beside
a rock. There is a large stand-alone rock a couple of metres
away as a reference point.
It had been a few years since I had done this trip, and could
remember nothing of the pitches at all: bonus, it felt like doing
a new cave!
After kitting up, I dropped down the entrance after rigging a
long sling from a bolt to aid the climb back up. In the end this
became more of a hindrance than a help, so maybe there’s no
need, but it is a snug climb, so shorter people may benefit.
A few metres down the passage, the first pitch appeared which
I remembered after starting to rig. Best done by rigging the
traverse line, clipping on and posting yourself through the
narrow slot to rig the y-hang proper, this dropped to a bolt on a
ledge, with a short traverse to a Y-hang down and round the
corner. This was starting to get fun, as it was more technical
than I remembered.
The second pitch dropped into a reasonable sized chamber that
was taking a fair amount of water, with only a couple of places
to stand to get out of the spray. Due to the fact that Pete had
mentioned we might be short on rope, I took the initial 60m
from the first 2 pitches through the narrow slot to the head of
the 3rd pitch just in case. This proved to be no problem, and
the 3rd and 4th pitches were soon descended, dropping into
another large chamber with a climb down under a large
boulder to reach the climb down to the start of the traverse of
the final fifth pitch.
I forgot to rig around a boulder at the start of the climb down
(which is easy but probably fatal if you slipped, as you’d go
straight down the last pitch!), but ignorance is bliss and the
traverse and pitch were soon rigged with the three of us
standing at the bottom of a fairly wet small chamber. It’s
worth having a look around this chamber at the plethora of
fossilised coral. Chris had a quick look at the sump, while I
started on out. I was getting chilly in the spray and was keen
to get warmed up again, so after waiting for the first available
rope bag, started on out with Pete derigging. With just the
three of us the return journey was speedy and I exited to a
fairly warm sunny afternoon, a bonus, as rain was forecast for
later. Yay!
This didn’t last however, as about halfway back down to the
cars it started to snow turning to drizzle at the bottom.
Rushing to get changed proved to be futile, as it started to rain
hard while getting changed, so we ended up wet after all. Not
so Yay!
A great little trip if you get bored of the typical horizontal
caving in South Wales.
TUG: 3.5hrs - Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff & Chris Jackson
Keith Slatcher

I think it’s worth noting that Em’s photos were taken with a Huawei
p20 Pro mobile phone! Ed

Saturday, 16 March - Ogof Ffynnon Ddu 2
What a lot of weather we had on the Friday night / Saturday
morning with more forecast we opted for plan B, exploring the
top entrance series. Keith led the way looking for a dry route
on the surface up to the entrance. Wonderful to get
underground and straight to Big Chamber Near Entrance and
along the short traverses cutting right to the top of the Arete.
Traversed on the right and along to Bagpipe Chamber where
we followed a circular route back to the short traverse, not
intentionally.
So this time we retraced our steps turning right into the top of
Gnome Passage. At the top of Gnome, at the base of the wall
opposite the ramp entrance, a squeeze through and a 5m
scramble down leads to a letterbox drop into a meandering old
water rift passage leading to the bottom of Gnome Passage,
opposite the Edwards Shortcut bypass Not a bypass for large
persons but fun going down (not tackle bag friendly) but soon
leads to the Red Crystal pool, the Frozen River and Shattered
Pillar. Through Selenite and into Salubrious and a quick look
at the decorations in Swamp Creek just after the Trident and
Judge. Out through the ramp admiring the rigging installed
for the Rescue practice. A day to volunteer to be anywhere
underground.
Out to more weather and a quick walk back to the hut that
washed our gear off perfectly.
TUG: 5 hours - Pete Wag, Phil Wall and Keith Slatcher
Pete Wagstaff
6

FROM THE LOG BOOK
WATER ICICLE

WATER ICICLE

Saturday, 8 December 2018
Visit to check out positions of bolts if we wish to renew above
the ladder through the boulder choke to Urchin Passage. Took
drill and bang to displace two large rocks at the left hand end
of Cherty Two. Both now clear and will remove some loose
fill sometime in future to see if any continuation of passage.
Dropped three stainless steel maillons down main shaft
coming out, so these should still be at the bottom of the
entrance shaft. Weather was foul when we exited so did not
descend to retrieve.
Air in passage we used was OK and water levels as normal.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne
Pete Wagstaff

Wednesday, 19 December 2018
Went down to drill holes for stainless steel hangers that will
replace the top bolts on the aluminium ladder. Holes drilled
OK, but right-hand bolt would not separate from nut. New
right-hand stainless steel wedge anchor fixed in position, but
left-hand needs ladder moving first. Will return with hacksaw
and chisel.
Ollie explored the other passages during this installation. Out
to a cold wind, but nice sunny day, better than the morning
rain.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Ollie Woodward.
Pete Wagstaff

WORTLY TOP FORGE MUSEUM
Sunday, 9 December 2018
Visited Wortley Top Forge Museum (NW of Sheffield).
Wonderful collection of working engines - loads to see,
recommended. Bargain admission of £5 - volunteer run.
Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff & Jackie Stewart
Paul Thorne

2019
OCC COTTAGES
Sunday, 20 January 2019
Brought out the new mattresses donated by Solihull CC.
Cleaned and sorted ready to install in Members’ Room and
Roof Extension to replace existing old ones. The new ones
have waterproof and fire-resistant covers so should fare better
than the tatty old mattresses.
Jenny Potts & Pete Wag
Jenny Potts

VISIT
Friday 14 to Sunday 16 December 2018
Felt the need to come up, stretch the legs and get away from it
all. Initially intended to walk to Hazel Grove, but decided
against it due to the weather. So gentle jog (!!) to Biggin,
Biggin Dale and Wolfscote Dale, then Hartington and
Monyash. Verglass on the polished limestone stiles was
interesting. Decided to head back due to wintery weather, but
slowed by very slippy roads. High Peak Trail was like an ice
rink. Could see every pebble, but under half an inch of crystal
clear ice. Back by mid-afternoon to put the fire on.
Gareth Harrison

PEAK CAVERN
Saturday, 26 January 2019
Easy trip around the many interesting passages in Peak. Water
levels low allowing us to keep our torso’s dry through the
Mucky Ducks. Down to the Treasury Sump, again low, then
back to the main passage and down the ladder at Surprise
View and down to the lower sump. Up to the top sump, then
the challenging 4m mud slime climb up to Lake Passage,
crawled on the by-pass and towards Ink Sump. Chest deep
water prohibited further exploration, so returned to Squaw
Junction through Lake Passage and up to Galena Chamber and
returned to the upper passage. Straight out to TSG and cup of
tea at the Visitors’ Centre tearoom.
Note: If you leave your clothes in the inner section of the TSG
make sure you have the key code to retrieve them.
TUG 3½ hours: Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon,
Emerald Thomas & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wagstaff

KNOTLOW CLIMBING SHAFT
Sunday, 16 December
Re-introduction to SRT for Ollie. Lots of walkers after
yesterday’s weather.
Andy rigged first two pitches and I did the Waterfall Pitch.
Only used the lower deviation, but with hindsight should have
put in both as swinging from the rope after derigging washed
my oversuit.
Straight out to a bright day and a tour of the other surface
shafts. Strange that Whalf main shaft did not have the list
fastened down and the climbing shaft lid was left open! As
there was no rope down, we closed and wondered if someone
was pulling through.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill and
Ollie Woodward.
Pete Wagstaff
You can view Andy’s video of this trip at: https://youtu.be/ErbaO6srmVE
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ROBIN’S SHAFT MINE

HILLOCKS / WHALF

Sunday, 27 January 2019
Re-visit for Andy from the 1980s, but from 2018 for me and
Keith. Straight down to the bottom of the shaft and along the
right hand narrow rift that was once very pretty. Nice fossils
and traces of copper, well hidden. Tried to climb up to the
higher level but the state of the timber holding back a lot of
debris defeated us (next time may take a rope in to bring the
timber down so the level can be accessed. Whilst Keith and
Andy explored the natural passage on the left I tried to access
the previous mentioned level from the main shaft, but due to
lack of ledges and belays on the opposite site, it defeated me.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill and
Keith Slatcher.
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 17 February 2019
Rigged all four ways into the system and split into three
groups to descend, Sam rigging Whalf Engine, Andy - Whalf
Climbing and Pete - Hillocks.
Pool in Hillocks was
surprisingly low with less than 1” of water. All congregated at
the bottom and exited through different routes after exploring
the passages, Sam torturing himself on the 70m prussik up the
Engine Shaft.
TUG: 3 hrs - Simon Wynne, Andy Cavill, Sam Garrad, Em
Thomas, Ben ?, Chris Jackson, Gareth Harrison, James
Harrison & Pete Wag
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE
Wednesday, 20 February 2019
Looking for potential digs. Faith, Hope & Charity or Cherty
Two or end of Urchin Passage? Sam’s first visit to the
extensions. Installed a rope on the three new anchors at top of
the ladder so it can be used as SRT or just a traverse line.
Pete Wag, Sam Garrad & Simon Wynne.
Pete Wagstaff

OXLOW CAVERNS
Sunday, 3 February 2019
Paul Lydon and Karen Slatcher had a good trip to the East
Chamber and back. Very cold on surface with quite a bit of
snow. Karen was tobogganing in her Meander suit down
slopey sections of the field on the way back.
TUG: 2¼ hours - Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Paul Lydon

LATHKILL HEAD TOP ENT / RAVEN MINE
Sunday, 24 February 2019
Water levels pretty low as we could climb 7m down the
boulder choke before we pooled with water. Upstream the
crawl was dry but not enticing. Wonder noise coming from
the upstream passage as though something big was plodding
towards us.
Out to beautiful sunshine and over to Raven, nicely fenced
with an access gate. Water levels very low allowing us to
descend below the letterbox 25m into the lower workings and
the natural passage with its rising water sump. Need another
6m water drop before we can re-commence digging.
Pete Wag, Andy Cavill & Simon Wynne.
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE - LED TRIP
Saturday, 9 February 2019
Routine trip into new extensions along all the major passages.
Taped off the cryogenic deposits in Cherty Two Passage.
TUG: 3 hrs - Pete Wagstaff + 3
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE
Wednesday, 13 February 2019
Installed 3 anchors at the head of the aluminium ladder at the
gate [in North West Aven]. Can be treated as a safety line or
pitch if you are that way inclined.
TUG: 2½ hrs - Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

DEVONSHIRE MINE
Wednesday, 6 March 2019
Lots of rain during the previous 24 hours changed digging
plans into a wander around Devonshire Mine. Lots of places
to practice exposed traverses if that’s your like, most have
alternative crawls or lower walk-ins.
Checked out the two SRT practice areas that allow easy walks
out at the bottom, so no ascent required (unless practice
required). Down in the left hand rift and into the lower maze
of passages, mostly walking size until we near the water.
Surprising good air even in the lower parts. Does this lower
section eventually run into Bacon Rake and into the Derwent
near the station? Good two hour explore that was impossible
to follow on the survey.
TUG: 2 hrs - Pete Wag & Sam Garrad.
Pete Wagstaff

GARDEN PATH
Wednesday, 13 February 2019
Garden Path inspection with Simon Wynne. All in good order
but still puzzled why there are two P anchors above the second
ladder down at the connection rift. The stream could be heard
rumbling below the main chamber. Out in time for a drink at
the Bull.
TUG: 2½ hours - Pete Wag & Simon Wynne.
Pete Wagstaff
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS TO 29 MARCH 2019
Periodicals
Originator

Title

Vol.

Terre Sauvage

Spéléologie, La Terre due d’en
bas.

Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Trans. (Cave & Karst Science)

Derbyshire Caving Assn.

Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver)

45

Descent
Grampian Spel. Group

Bulletin, 5th. Ser.

South Wales Caving Club

Newsletter

3

No.

Date

ISSN

275
Suppl.

2011 Sept

0981-4140

3

2018 Dec.

1356-191X

149
150

2018 Autumn
2018/19 Winter

265
266

2018/19 Dec/Jan
2019 Feb/Mar

1

2019 Mar

134

2018 Oct

No.

Date

142

2018 December

143

2019 January

144

2019 February

145

2019 March

7-12

2018 July-Dec

Orpheus Publications
Originator

Title

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin + 2019 Meets List

Orpheus Caving Club

Vol.

Newsletter

53

Flowstone above the third pitch in Oxlow Caverns (Photo: Karen Slatcher)
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2019

The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Jenny Potts
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Treasurer: Tricia Webber
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Librarian: Simon Brooks
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Paul Lydon

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Tackle Store Keys held by:
Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:
Library Cupboard Keys held by:

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com

Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 54, NO 4-6, APRIL-JUNE 2019
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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OXLOW CAVERNS - 3 FEBRUARY 2019

An Orpheus trip into Oxlow Caverns with SEVEN people on it!!!! (Photo: Karen Slatcher)
L-R - Paul Lydon, Simon Wynne, Chris Jackson & Emerald Thomas (+ Pete Wagstaff, Phil Walker & Karen Slatcher)

A QUARRY (AND CAVE) TO CALL MY OWN

The Parish Quarry in Bradwell Dale and Bradwell Parish Cave (Photos: Simon Brooks)
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RAVEN MINE - 24 FEBRUARY 2019

Pete Wagstaff rigging the entrance

Second pitch

Andy’s extra safe rigging on the last pitch

Sump pool at bottom of last pitch

Entrance pitch

Entrance with mossy ginging
All photos: Andy Cavill
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